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Learning Objectives
After this session you will be able to:
 Describe the workflow for designing complex civil structures using Civil 3D,
Dynamo and Revit.
 Describe the future of connected bridge design using Infraworks.

Description
This class will cover the workflow of how to use Civil 3D software, Dynamo, Python, and Revit
software to model a steel arch bridge with a double-curved superstructure. We will examine the
various steps in the process, such as getting the highways model ready in Civil 3D, using
Dynamo and Python to generate a bridge in Revit connected to this highways model, and
updating the design. We will show how this workflow was used to design a 300-meter steel arch
bridge in the Netherlands. Finally, with our Autodesk colleagues, we will show how the
InfraWorks software-led bridge workflow will greatly simplify the process of tackling such
complex projects by capitalizing on a fully parametric approach, from concept to detailed design.
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The Workflow
The main and most important part of the whole workflow described in this document, is to
understand the strengths and weaknesses of both Revit and Civil 3D. Where Revit is particularly
strong in the modeling of objects that are point/location based, it is not so strong in the
modelling of linear features. Especially objects that follow an alignment and that change over
time, for example changing superelevation on bridge decks or in tunnels. For those type of
features Civil 3D would be the best choice. The workflow described in this document will show
how to use both software to their strengths in a complex infrastructure projects and how to
connect them to create a connected design.
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Data
The main part of the workflow is aimed at using Civil 3D for the linear geometry, the sharing of
this data from Civil 3D into Revit and then using Revit to create the objects and BIM related
geometry + information.
The main data “container” for this workflow, at least in this document, will be Excel, however this
can be easily replaced with a database of your liking.
The steps of the workflow look like this:





Prepare the highways model in Civil 3D
o Prepare the alignment (outside of the scope)
o Prepare the profile (outside of the scope)
o Create a custom assembly
o Apply point codes
o Create a corridor
o Export corridor points to Excel
Import linear features into Dynamo
o Import corridor points as Dynamo points
o (optional) create extra geometry based on corridor points
Use Dynamo to create Revit geometry
X
Z

Y
Station

Point code

1.1 EXAMPLE OF AN EXCEL FILE WITH CORRIDOR POINTS
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The information needed in Dynamo to create the linear geometry can be seen in image 1.1
As you can see, the first column on the left shows the station. The second column shows the Y
coordinate. The X coordinate is shown in the third column and the Z coordinate is shown in the
fourth column. The last column shows the so called “point code” which marks a node in the
assembly/cross section.
The next section of this document will show how to create such an Excel file in Civil 3D.
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Point codes
As a bridge engineer/modeler it is key that important linear elements of your bridge are part of
the highways model as well. Elements like for example: concrete slabs, steel plates, shoulders
& guiderailing are all attached to the highways model/alignment and are hard to model directly
in Revit. This especially goes when the road is double curved and your bridge elements in effect
have to be double curved as well. When working on a multidisciplinary project, together with a
highways modeler, make sure that your linear bridge parts are included in the highways model
and are supplied with the desired point codes.

2.1 EXAMPLE OF A CIVIL 3D ASSEMBLY
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Point codes can be added to all the vertices or nodes in a subassembly. You can add the point
codes to a standard Civil 3D subassembly by selecting it and using the properties window to
add point codes to the points of your choice.

2.2 CIVIL 3D PROPERTIES WINDOW
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When working with custom made subassemblies, created with the subassembly composer, the
steps you need to take are a bit different. You first need to add custom string parameters for
each of the points you want to apply a code to so that you can add them in Civil 3D.

2.3 CUSTOM SUBASSEMBLY

2.4 CUSTOM PARAMETERS SET IN THE SUBASSEMBLY COMPOSER
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2.5 PREVIOUSLY ADDED PARAMETERS IN THE CIVIL 3D PROPERTIES WINDOW
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Corridor
After setting up the alignment, profile, assembly and superelevation values (optional) the final
step is to build the corridor. It is important to understand that the corridor export is going to
export all the coded point codes in an assembly on multiple locations along the corridor. The
amount of locations in the export can be determined by setting the frequency in the corridor.
The higher the frequency of exported sections, the more precise your geometry will become but
also the larger your Excel file will be and the slower your Dynamo script will become.

2.5 CORRIDOR FREQUENCY SETTINGS
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2.6 EXAMPLE CORRIDOR
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Once the corridor is build, the next step is to export the points from the corridor into an Excel
file. This can be done using the Corridor Points Report functionality. This function can be found
in the Toolspace underneath the Toolbox tab.

2.8 CORRIDOR POINTS REPORT FUNCTION IN THE TOOLSPACE MENU
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2.9 CORRIDOR POINTS REPORT

Using the corridor points report function, make sure to select the corridor and the corridor points
you would like to export. Make sure to change the column names to your liking as well. Finally,
change the report extension to XLS and export the report.
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2.10 EXAMPLE OF A CORRIDOR POINTS REPORT EXCEL FILE
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Dynamo
The main step we have to repeat for all our scripts is bringing in the points from the Excel file.
Once we have brought in all the corridor points, we can do as we like; create splines, place
components etc. For this reason the first part of our script will always contain the following:

Civil Report Excel
file

Name of the sheet
name
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The output of the script above is a list with sublists, for each row in the Excel file, containing the
following information:

Each item in the sublists show the different Excel columns. Items with index 0 show the station,
index 1 the Y coordinate, index 2 the X coordinate, index 3 the Z coordinate and finally index 4
the point code description. The next task is to extract the different sublists by using the point
code description as a filter. This way we will have full control over all the linear features. We will
achieve this using a Python node. The same can also be achieved without using Python, but it
will make our life a bit easier.
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Python
As mentioned above, we will use a Python node to filter out the information based on the point
code descriptions.
Inputs for the Python node are:
 Excel file
 Point code description
 Scalefactor XY
 Scalefactor Z
 Project basepoint coordinates

2.11 PYTHON SCRIPT INPUTS
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Scalefactor
The scalefactor inputs can help to scale from mm to m and back, if needed. If no scaling is
needed the value can be left at 0 or 1.
The Python node contains the following code:

2.12 PYTHON SCRIPT
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If you wish to copy and paste the script’s content, go ahead and use the plain text below.

import clr
clr.AddReference('ProtoGeometry')
from Autodesk.DesignScript.Geometry import *
#The inputs to this node will be stored as a list in the IN variables.
corridorPoints = IN[0]
filter = IN[1]
scaleXY = IN[2]
scaleZ = IN[3]
bpX = IN[4][0][0]
bpY = IN[4][1][0]
def FilterPoints(Excel):
filteredPoints = []
del Excel[0:14] #Delete the first 14 lines which contain no data
for row in Excel:
if filter in row:
finalX = (row[2] * scaleXY) - bpX
finalY = (row[1] * scaleXY) - bpY
finalZ = row[3] * scaleZ
filteredPoints.append(Point.ByCoordinates(finalX,finalY,finalZ))
return filteredPoints
#Assign your output to the OUT variable.
OUT = FilterPoints(corridorPoints)
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This node will create points placed exactly at the corridors point location (assembly +
frequency). It will only create the points containing the inputted point code description, so if you
wish to add more points you need to create more Python nodes with different point code
descriptions. This can be done inside of one script but will be a bit harder to troubleshoot or
understand by others.

2.13 THE RESULT, ALM POINTS
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Now we can start bringing in the other points from the Corridor point report

2.14 BRINGING IN OTHER CORRIDOR POINTS
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Now with the points existing in Dynamo, we can start using them to create either extra Dynamo
or Revit geometry. In this example we will use the points to (re)create the linear concrete and
steel deck parts that follow the alignment and also the floor beams. All elements will be
including the varying superelevation.
Main Girders
The main girders can be created by connecting specific corridor points (on the edges) together
using a Nurbscurve. Since the corridor points have a different spacing, based on segments
(tangent have a different spacing than sprirals for example) we would need to redefine elements
along the Nurbscurve to be able to have full control over the segment lengths/spacing. This
goes for all the elements.

2.15 CREATING NURBSCURVES FOR THE EDGE/MAIN GIRDERS
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Now by segmenting the previously created Nurbscurves and using the BeamByCurve node we
can create Revit beams.

2.16 REVIT BEAMS AFTER USING THE BEAMBYCURVE NODE
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Floor Beams

2.17 CONNECTING THE POINTS TRANSVERSALLY
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As you can see in the previous picture, points were placed along the longitudinal curves and
lines were placed in between those points. Those lines can be used to place the floor beams
using the Beam by Curve node.

2.18 REVIT BEAMS AFTER USING THE BEAMBYCURVE NODE
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In the next step below we will connect various points, based on material and location, to create
multiple linear elements which we will then import into our Revit model. In the example below
the PolyCurve by Points node was used to connect the points.

2.19 CONNECTING THE POINTS WITH A POLYCURVE
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Since we now have all the cross-sections, we can create a lofted solid using the Loft node.

2.20 LOFTING THE RIGHT LANE INTO A SOLID
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To bring the Dynamo geometry into Revit we have a couple of options. My preferred method is
by using the Springs node package. The node FamilyInstance byGeometry takes Dynamo
geometry and directly places it into your Revit project, on the correct coordinates.
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Those are the building blocks which you can use to create a complete model of your bridge.
Whenever the alignment or highways model update, you can update your Revit model just by
re-exporting the Corridor Points Report and re-running your dynamo scripts.

2.21 THE END RESULT
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3. The InfraWorks led workflow
Let’s now look at how we can use the InfraWorks led workflow to model the same bridge. While
in this paper, we will only touch on a few aspects of the workflow, the overall objectives of the
InfraWorks led workflow are as follows:
•

Comprehensive parametric workflow from conceptual design through detailed
design and construction

•

Provide intuitive in-context modeling that is simple and effective to learn and use

•

Allow for multiple personas (civil, bridge design, analysis, detailing and plans
etc.) to collaborate in practical workflows that can allow for changes

•

Ability to create robust and reusable libraries of components as well as full
bridges

•

Project level collaboration at design and construction stages and with all
stakeholders

While the Civil3D-Revit-Dynamo workflow described earlier is certainly very powerful, the
InfraWorks led workflow provides for a simpler and more direct approach that is accessible by
the various design team members.

In this workflow, the bridge engineers/designers create their model directly in the context of the
site by placing and modifying parametric bridge components. It does not require any specialist
software know how but rather, mostly an understanding of bridges.

InfraWorks can be extended by adding new parametric bridge components created using
Inventor, Autodesk’s powerful solid modeling software. These can be made flexible enough
such that they can be reused on future projects. To take advantage of this flexibility, typically, a
few people in a company should become very comfortable in modeling new content in Inventor.
However, most of the bridge design team members would simply be making use of these
extended libraries on their projects.
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At a later stage in the design, once the bridge model in InfraWorks is sufficiently established, a
full Revit model can easily be created from the InfraWorks model, irrespective of the complexity
of the bridge. The full building information model (BIM) of the bridge is the Revit model. The
InfraWorks led workflow makes it much simpler to create. In Revit, the rebar details can be
added, and the construction drawings can be created from the underlying 3D model. This
provides for a very efficient workflow that has been used for several years in the vertical
construction market. In the past, it was simply too cumbersome to model linear infrastructure
projects directly in Revit. Especially with the InfraWorks led workflows, this is no longer the
case.

The following highlights some of the key steps in the workflow for modeling this steel arch
bridge.

3.1 Road alignment
For this project, the road alignment was created in Civil 3D. This alignment was simply
imported into InfraWorks using the Data Sources panel. A larger site model was first created
using InfraWorks’ Model Builder tool and set to the same coordinate system (Netherlands-RB)
as used in Civil 3D. The desired layout of sidewalks, lanes, shoulders, barriers and railings
were modeled using InfraWorks’ component road features.
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3.2 Bridge modeling
The bridge was then added directly between the desired stations along the road. This default
bridge was modified to reflect the desired span arrangements. In section 5 of this report, some
of the key aspects related to the creation of the custom bridge components are outlined. Once
this desired content is made available, the bridge designer can easily make use of these to
create the desired bridge layout.
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The tied steel arch was then added to the bridge by using the new “Generic Objects” feature in
InfraWorks.
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The bridge designer can modify the various parameters exposed by the steel arch component
until satisfied with the layout. One could also easily try other arch configurations by choosing
other dedicated content as shown below.
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A dedicated, fully parametric component was created in Inventor to model the orthotropic
superstructure suspended by the arch. This detailed component was added to the bridge by
also using the “Generic Object” feature.
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In the upcoming InfraWorks 2019.3 release, “Generic Objects” can be placed in sets. This
speeds up the modeling for this bridge. A user can then control parameters for the entire set or
override any of the parameters for an instance of the set. For this bridge, the Generic Object
set shown below is made up of 16 instances spaced at 9.0m.

A parametric hanger component was also created and placed as a Generic Object set.
Alternatively, we could have added hangers to the steel arch component but at the expense of
creating a more complicated steel arch component. Another advantage of keeping the hangers
separate is that we could then choose from a wider library of hanger types that we might want to
consider in the layout of this bridge. The downside of placing the hangers as a separate
Generic Object set is that we need to enter additional inputs to place the top of hanger
elevations to match the geometry of the arch ribs. In the future, we plan to introduce ways to
allow users to interconnect such separate parametric objects more automatically at the bridge
level.
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A slightly different superstructure component was used for the approach spans where instead of
the orthotropic stiffeners, precast panels are placed on the floor beams.
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3.x

The InfraWorks bridge model is thus created in a very simple and direct way.
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4. Creating the Revit model
At this stage, we can use the Send to Revit feature in InfraWorks to create a full Revit model of
the bridge. It is that simple!

In Revit, additional details such as rebar can be added, and various construction drawings can
be created.
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In general, it might very well be a different team of BIM technicians that would be collaborating
in creating these details and drawings. The InfraWorks led workflow had this workflow in mind.
The bridge designers can make changes to the bridge layout in InfraWorks, as the project
evolves, and these changes can be synced to the Revit model. Thus, the underlying Revit
geometry can be updated as required and the in-progress work in Revit is automatically
updated, wherever possible, to reflect these changes.
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5. Modeling custom bridge components using Inventor
5.1 Tied steel arch
To efficiently model the tied steel arch, Inventor’s assembly approach was used. The arch ribs,
crossbeams and tied springing ends were all modeled as Inventor parts and then put together
inside the overall assembly. Inventor’s iLogic was used to intelligently combine the multiple
arch rib segments and crossbeams along the length of the tied arch. The overall parameters
that are exposed for user inputs are added at the assembly level and mapped to the individual
parts using iLogic.

5.1.1 Arch rib segments
Inventor’s feature of creating a 2D equation driven sketch was used to model the parabolic steel
arch geometry. Several parameters were created in the Parameters dialog box to control the
arch spans, rise and parabolic profile.
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To place a segment of an arch rib, two user coordinate systems were added and renamed to
UCS2 and UCS3. As shown in the Parameters dialog box, their respective local z values and
rotations about the local x axis were set to reflect the parabolic shaped arch’s vertical offset and
tangent values. The user defined SegmentX1 and SegmentX2 parameters control the
horizontal start and end offsets of the arch rib segment.
Separate sketches were added to the ZX planes of the 2 UCS’ and the hollow box girder
sections of the ribs were sketched, along with named parameters such as RibSectionWidth1
etc. The solid geometry was then created by using the Loft tool, with a rail set to follow the
sketch of the parabola. In Inventor, when using the Loft tool for such hollow section shapes,
one must first create a solid loft on the exterior outline and then, a second loft, as a subtractive
“cut” based on the inner outline.
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5.1.2 Arch crossbeams

The crossbeams were modeled as hollow rectangular tubes with flared ends. Once again, user
coordinate systems were used to control the placement of the ends of the crossbeams, along
with the required sketches. The solid geometry was created using a simple extrusion for the
inner straight segment as well as lofts for the flared ends.
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5.1.2

5.1.3 Arch rib ends

Similar modeling approaches were used to create the end of arch details.
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5.1.4 Overall Inventor assembly for tied steel arch

Ten arch rib segment parts as well as ten crossbeams were added to the assembly, using
Inventor’s “Place iLogic Component” option. This approach allows each instance of the same
part to have different parameters values.

It should be noted that in Inventor, one might use different approaches when creating
assemblies. In some cases, individual parts are more easily combined using the geometrically
constrained mating approach. In the case of our arch, each part was first centered at the origin
of the assembly and iLogic was used to update the part’s main UCS parameters. The following
screenshots show some of this iLogic code.
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5.1.5 The complete tied steel arch Inventor assembly model
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5.2 Arch hanger
The hanger was modeled as an Inventor part with a couple of UCS’ to control the placement.
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5.3 Orthotropic superstructure segment
This component was created as an assembly in Inventor with corresponding iLogic code.

To reuse this component on other bridge projects, it was made flexible enough such that a
bridge designer can control some of the following aspects:

-

Optional sidewalks on either side of the edge girders

-

User defined layout of orthotropic stiffeners

-

Cross slope control of orthotropic stiffeners and floor beams

-

Plate or steel box girder for the edge girders
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-

Vertical offset controls for the edge girders (in this case, we want the left and right arch
ribs to be at the same elevation)
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5.5 Main piers

This component was created as a simple part in Inventor, using only one sketch and a few
extrusions to define the walls.
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